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The embedding problem, which is the problem of extending a given Galois 
extension K 3 k to a Galois extension L 3 K 3 k so that G(L/k) is a prescribed 
group extension of G(K/k), is investigated in the case k is a number field and 
G(L/K) is nonsolvable, with respect o the question of reduction methods. Two 
general (arbitrary k and G(L/K)) reduction theorems are proved, one reducing 
the general problem to the cases of G(L/K) nilpotent, and split group exten- 
sions, resp., and the second reducing the problem in the case G(L/K) having 
trivial center to the case G(L/k) F aut G(L/K). The notion of localixability of 
an embedding problem is formulated and investigated for certain classical 
groups. 
The “inverse problem of Galois Theory,” i.e., the problem of estab- 
lishing, given an algebraic number field k and an abstract finite group G, 
the existence or nonexistence of a Galois (normal) extension K/k with 
Galois group G(K/k) isomorphic to G, is still unsolved. However, 
SafareviE proved in 1954 (see SafareviE [l]) that if G is solvable, then every 
number field k admits (infinitely many) normal extensions with Galois 
group isomorphic to G. 
In the general case, the “inverse problem” leads naturally to “embedding 
problems,” in which a Galois extension K/k is already constructed, and it 
is required to extend K/k further to an extension L/k whose Galois group 
is a given group extension of a group N by G(K/k). If N is abelian, there is 
considerable literature (see, e.g., Hoechsmann [2]). The purpose of the 
present work is to investigate directions in which an embedding problem P 
can be reduced, specifically in the case N nonabelian (more specifically, 
N characteristically simple). 
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In Section I, the embedding problem is defined, and terminology is 
established. In Section II, a group-theoretic construct is introduced and is 
used to reduce an arbitrary embedding problem to a sequence of two 
embedding problems, in the first of which N is nilpotent, and in the second 
of which the group extension splits. Section III consists of a reduction 
theorem for the case N having trivial center: in this case an embedding 
problem P reduces to an irreducible embedding problem P’ in which the 
group extension E of N by G w  G(K/k) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the 
automorphism group aut N of N, where the “solution field” L’ is required 
to satisfy a disjointness condition (L’ n K = K’). In Section IV the 
“localizability” of P is investigated in the case when N is simple (or more 
generally, characteristically simple). Let N be characteristically simple, 
P given. Under the hypothesis that there exist fields L 1 K, L/k Galois, 
G(L/K) = N, such that the completions Lp at each of a finite set of 
primes ‘$3 of L, together with embeddings /Is : G(Lv/k,) + E, are 
prescribed, where these prescriptions are both feasible and consistent with 
the behavior in K/k of these primes, we call P localizable if and only if 
there exists a finite set S of primes of K and an accompanying set of 
prescriptions, such that any L (L 3_ K, L/k Galois, G(L/K) N N) with the 
corresponding prescribed local behavior is a solution field to P. It is proved 
that every irreducible P with N = A, = alternating group, it > 4, n # 6 
(the result is true also for n = 6), is localizable. Examples are given with 
N g PSL(n, q) in which P is not localizable if K/k is a solvable extension 
constructed by the method of SafareviE [l], which is the only known 
method for constructing extensions with arbitrary solvable Galois group. 
Section V consists of certain number-theoretic results needed in Section IV. 
I. THE EMBEDDING PROBLEM 
Let G be a finite group, and let 
be a principal series for G (every Gi is a normal subgroup of G and is a 
maximal such subgroup in G,-J. Then each GJG(+, is characteristically 
simple (has no proper nontrivial characteristic subgroups), hence is the 
direct product of isomorphic simple groups (see Zassenhaus [3, p. 1111). 
The inverse problem of the Galois theory is to establish, given a finite 
group G, and an algebraic number field k, the existence or nonexistence of 
a Galois extension K/k, whose Galois group G(K/k) is isomorphic to G. 
One approach to this problem is to try to construct K in steps corre- 
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sponding to a principal series for G, in which case the problem takes the 
following form: suppose Ki/k is Galois, and G(KJk) N G/Gi . IS there a 
field K,+l 3 Ki such that K,+,/k is Galois, and G(Ki+Jk) N G/Gi+l ? In 
the case of solvable extensions and, as we shall see, in the case of non- 
solvable extensions as well, it is advantageous to modify the above problem 
as follows: suppose KJk is Galois, and yi : G(KJk) + G/Gi is an iso- 
morphism. IS there a field Ki+13 Ki , such that Ki+Jk is Galois, and such 
that there exists an isomorphism yi+l : G(K,+Jk) - G/Gi+l such that the 
diagram 
commutes, where Res and Can are the restriction and canonical mappings, 
respectively ? Such a problem is called an embedding problem. 
DEFINITION. Let k be a field, K/k a finite Galois extension, G a finite 
group isomorphic to G = G(K/k), y : G --+ G an isomorphism and 
Z : 1 + N --+‘ E --+( G + 1 an exact sequence of finite groups. The 
embedding problem P = P(K/k, 2, y) is to construct an extension L/K 
such that L/k is Galois, and such that there exists an isomorphism 
p : E + E, where E = G(L/k), such that the diagram 
E 
Re(JLIK 
rG 
B 
I 
Y  
1 
E E G 
(1) 
is commutative. L is called a solution field, /3 a solution isomorphism, and 
the pair (L, j?) simply a solution, to P. If /3 is required only to be a mono- 
morphism, then (L, /?) is called an improper solution. In such a context, 
a solution will be referred to as a proper solution. 
II. THE SPLITTING EXPANSION OF A GROUP EXTENSION 
1. Reduction to Solvable Groups and Split Extensions 
Let 
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be an exact sequence of groups, and let U be a subgroup of E such that 
UL(N) = E. Let E* be the semidirect product (U, N) where the action of U 
on N is given by n” = L-‘(u-%(n)u) (n E N, u E U). Let the mapping 
7 : E* + E be defined by 
77 is obviously onto. Let (ur , nl), (u2 , nz) E E*. Then 
Hence 7 is an epimorphism, and the kernel of 7 is isomorphic to U n c(N). 
The diagram 
l---+N-$-+ E*,,U-+l 
1111 in le 
1-N-E-G-l 
commutes and has exact rows, where 
E*((u, n)) = u ((u, 4 E E*), 
c*(n) = (1, n) (n E N). 
We shall call E* the splitting expansion of E with respect to U and L. 
(This construction is used implicitly by SafareviE [l, p. 2261.) 
Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, .Z, y) be given, and let U be as 
above. We define the embedding problem 
f’, = PWIk z; , yh 
where Zr is the sequence 
Suppose PI has a solution (L, , /3J. We then define the embedding problem 
P, = P(L,Ik & , Ah 
where Zz is 
l-NTE*TU-+I. 
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Suppose Pz has a solution (L, , &). Let L be the fixed field of the kernel of 
$z : J% - E, 
let E = G(L/k), F7 = G(L/K), and let /3 be defined by means of the 
commutative diagram 
& B, .E* 
1 
Rekp/L 
1 
11 
i? B+E 
Clearly p is well defined. We claim 
(L, p) is a solution to P. 
Proof. We must prove that diagram (1) commutes. Let 2 E E. Choose 
Z, E E, so that ResL~,&J = 2. Then $3(z) = E$&J, while 
Hence q!?(c) = Res&?). 
We have therefore proved 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.1. If the embedding problems Pl , P, have successive 
solutions, then P has a solution. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let E be a finite group, N a normal subgroup. Then there 
exists a subgroup U of E such that UN = E and U n N is nilpotent. 
Remark. If E/N is solvable then since E/N = U/U n N and U n N 
is solvable, it is well known that U is solvable. In fact if E/N is nilpotent, 
then U may be chosen so that U is nilpotent (Zassenhaus). 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let U be a minimal subgroup of E such that 
UN = E. Let P be any Sylow subgroup of N A U. Were P not normal in 
N n U, it would not be normal in U, so that the normalizer !&(P) of P 
in U is not U. Since the conjugates of P in N n U form a characteristic 
class of conjugate subgroups of N n U, we have U = (N n U) W,(P). 
Hence E = NU = N(N n U) 5&,(P) = N’BV(P), contradicting the mini- 
mality of U. Hence P is normal in N n U. Since this shows that every 
Sylow subgroup of N n U is normal, N n U is nilpotent. Q.E.D. 
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Proof of Remark of Zassenhaus. Suppose there exists a finite group E 
and a normal subgroup N of E such that E/N is nilpotent, but no nilpotent 
subgroup U of E with UN = E exists. Choose such an E of minimal order. 
Then E has no proper subgroup U such that UN = E, for if it did, then 
U/U n N is nilpotent, hence U has a nilpotent subgroup U, such that 
U,(U n N) = U, whence E = UN = U,(U n N)N = U,N, a contra- 
diction. 
Let M be any maximal subgroup of E. Then MN # E, hence N C M. 
E/N nilpotent implies that every maximal subgroup M/N of E/N is normal, 
which implies that every maximal subgroup A4 of E is normal, which 
implies that E is nilpotent, a contradiction. The Remark is proved. 
THEOREM 2.3. Any embedding problem P = P(K/k, 2, y) can be reduced 
to the succession of two embedding problems P1 = P(K,/k, , Z1 , yl), 
Pz = P(K,/k, , &, yJ (& is the exact sequence 1 -+ Ni -fLf Ei +E. Gi --f l), I 
in which: 
in P1 : NX is nilpotent; 
if G1 is solvable, then E1 is solvable; 
if G1 is nilpotent, then E1 is nilpotent; 
in Pz : Zz splits over Nz . 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and the 
remark following Lemma 2.2. 
2. On Ike&s Theorem 
Let k be a number field, P = P(K/k, Z, y) an embedding problem with 
N abelian. In 1929, Scholz [4] proved the following theorem: If Z is a split 
extension, then P has a proper solution. In 1960, Ikeda [5] proved that P 
has a proper solution if it has an improper solution. Ikeda’s theorem is a 
generalization of Scholz’s theorem, since if Z splits, then P has an improper 
solution (L, /3) with L = K, and /3 a monomorphism of G into E, defined 
by setting jl = 8-l 0 y, where S is a monomorphism of G into E such that 
E o 8 = identity mapping of G. Hoechsmann [2] has proved that what 
essentially amounts to Scholz’s theorem holds over any global field k, 
and moreover, that Ikeda’s theorem holds over any ground field k over 
which Scholz’s theorem holds, hence in particular, Ikeda’s theorem holds 
over any global field. 
We now give a simple proof of the latter result by means of the splitting 
expansion. Let (L, , fl,) b e an improper solution to P. Then setting 
U = p,(E) where E = G&/k), we have U - L(N) = E. Moreover, (L, ,pl) 
is a proper solution to P1 = P(K/k, Z1 , y), where P1 is defined as in 
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Theorem 2.1. If Scholz’s theorem holds, then P, (see Theorem 2.1) has a 
(proper) solution (L, , /?J, since in Pz , Zs splits. Hence by Theorem 2.1, 
P has a proper solution. Q.E.D. 
III. IRREDUCIBLE EMBEDDING PROBLEMS 
Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, Z: y) be given. Suppose H SI E, 
H n L(N) = 1. Consider the exact and commutative diagram 
E G 
’ -N?z &(H) -1 
where 8, 8’ are canonical, L’, E’ defined so that the diagram commutes. 
There results a “reduced” embedding problem P’ = P(K’/k, F, y’), 
where K’ is the fixed field of y-la(H), 2:’ is the bottom row of the above 
diagram, and y’ : G/y-%(H) -+ G/E(H) is induced by y. 
THEOREM 3.1. P has a solution $ and only if P’ has a solution (L’, fl’) 
such that L’ n K = K’. 
Proof. Suppose first that P has a solution (L, @. Let L’ be the fixed 
field of R = @-l(H). Then /3 induces a mapping 8’ : &’ + E’ (where 
E’ = E/H, and E’ = G(L’/k)), and (L’, 8’) is a solution to P’, as one 
easily verifies by means of diagram (3. l), in which we set G’ = G/y-%(H), 
G’ = G/@). Furthermore, since E(H) = e(HQV)), 
y-%(H) = Res,,@(H) = ResLIK(R) = Res,,,(gm (m = G(L/K)). 
Hence K’ is the fixed field of ResLIR(aN) in G, and therefore K’ is the fixed 
--. 
field of HN m i?, hence K’ = L’ n K. 
Conversely, suppose P’ has a solution (L’, /I’) such that L’ r\ K = K’. 
Let L = L’K, E = G(L/k), m = G(L/K). We claim 
(9 E = E’ x,jG, 
(ii) E=E’xpG, 
where A x c B denotes the “fiber product” (Fazerprodukt) of groups A and 
B with respect to C, given epimorphisms a : A -+ C, b : B -+ C : A x c B = 
((x, y) 1 x E A, y E B, a(x) = b(y)}. In (i), (ii), the epimorphisms are those 
in diagram (3.1). 
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E G 
Diagram (3.1) 
To prove (i), let 
be defined by 
cl(e) = Me), 49) (e E E). 
p is a monomorphism, since kernel p = H n L(N) = 1. Given 
(e’, g) E E’ x G’ G, choose e” E E such that &e”) = e’, and choose e” E E 
such that e(e”‘) = g. Then E’B(e”) = O’E(e”‘), hence there exists h E H, 
n EN, such that e’” = e”hc(n), hence e = e”‘&(n)-l = e”h satisfies 
c(e) = l (e”‘t(n)-l) = c(e’T = g, 
e(e) = O(e”h) = e(e”) = e’; 
hence p(e) = (e’, g), hence p is epimorphic (clearly p is a morphism), 
hence p is an isomorphism. 
To prove (ii), set I? = subgroup of E fixing L’; then H n m = 1. Hence 
defining ii : E + E’ xc, G by setting ,Z(E) = (ResL/&?), ResLI&)), 
(Z E E), ,IZ is a monomorphism. To show ji is epimorphic, we note that 
L’ n K = K’ implies that i!iiV is the subgroup of E hxing K’, hence 
i?N = ker ResKIKt 0 ResLIR = ker ResLpx, 0 ResLIL, , and proceed as in 
the proof that p is epi. 
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Now define 
p = p-l o <B’ x y) o t-i, 
where (j3’ x r) : E’ xc, G + E’ x G’ G is given by setting 
We must verify that E 0 fi = y 0 ResLIK . Let Z E .8?. 
@(if) = q.r1(/3’ x y) ,%(z) = q.c*(j.l x y)(ResL,&), ResL&?)) 
= E@@’ ResL,&), y ResL,&) = y Res&5). Q.E.D. 
Let P = P(K/k, Z: r) such that the center Z(N) is equal to one. Set 
H = Z,(c(N)) = the centralizer in E of L(N). Then iY n L(N) = 1 and 
E’ = E/H is isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism group 
aut(N) of N, where the isomorphism r] : E’ + aut(N) is defined by the 
equation q(e’)(n) = L ‘-l(e’-l+) e’). Applying Theorem 3.1, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. If Z(N) = 1, then any embedding problem 
reduces to an embedding problem P’ = P(K’/k, .JY’, y’), with k C K’ C K, 
where .F denotes a sequence 
l-+N+E’+G’+l 
in which E’ _C aut N, and where the solution jeld L’ is required to satisfy the 
condition L’ n K = K’. 
DEFINITION. P’ is called an irreducible embedding problem. 
Remark. The results of Sections II and III are especially interesting 
in the light of Schreier’s conjecture [6] that the outer automorphism group 
of a finite simple nonabelian group is solvable. For, if P = P(K/k, zl, r) 
with N finite simple and nonabelian, Theorem 3.2 reduces P to the case in 
which G is a subgroup of the outer automorphism group out N of N. If 
Schreier’s conjecture is true, then G is solvable and according to 
Theorem 2.3, P reduces to the sequence PI , Pz , where El is solvable, .Z* 
splits, but where it is required that L , L, satisfy the appropriate dis- 
jointness condition in Theorem 3.2. 
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EXAMPLE. In Section 1, a crude precursor of the embedding problem 
was mentioned, namely, that of finding, given a Galois extension K/k and 
a finite group E having G(K/k) as a factor group, an extension L 3 K, 
L/k Galois, with G(L/k) cr! E. For this problem, a reduction of the type 
given by Theorem 3.1 does not exist, as the following example illustrates: 
Let P = PSL(5, II), Q = PSL(5, 31), A = PGL(5, ll), B = PGL(5, 31). 
Then I A : P ( = 1 B : Q I = 5. Let p : A/P + B/Q be an arbitrary iso- 
morphism. Then the two fiber products: 
Fl = {(a, b) E A x B I bQ = p(aP)}, 
F, = {(a, 6) E A x B I bQ = p(a”P)}, 
are not isomorphic. For any isomorphism 6 : Fl -+ F2 must be induced by 
an inner automorphism of aut(P x Q) = (aut P) x (aut Q), as can easily 
be verified using the facts that P and Q are nonisomorphic simple groups, 
and Fl and F2 contain P x Q as a normal subgroup of index 5. It is known 
(see lV.5 below) that aut P = (?P, inn A) where inn A denotes the inner 
automorphism group of A, and Y is the automorphism of A (hence it also 
acts on P) induced by the inverse-transpose automorphism Y : X+ X-= 
of GL(5, 11). Similarly, aut Q = (!j’, inn B). It follows that 
O((u, b)) z (u*l, b*l) (mod P x Q). 
But bQ = p(aP), hence b*lQ = p(a*lP), whereas @(a, b)) E F2 implies 
b*lQ = p(c~*~P), or a+lP = ai3P, a contradiction. 
(The essential idea is that the automorphism x + x3 of a cyclic group of 
order 5 cannot be inflated from A/P to A, nor from B/Q to B.) 
Now let E = F1 , N = P x 1. Then G N B. According to the reduction 
theory, we let K’ = fixed field of r-l(Q) where y : G(K/k) -+ G is any 
isomorphism, and we identify G with B. Suppose now that L’ 1 K’, 
L’lk Galois, G(L’/k) = A, L’ n K = K’. Then we have no way of knowing 
whether G(L’K/k) N Fl or F2 . 
This example tends to militate against the crude approach to the inverse 
problem of Galois theory in the case of composite groups. 
IV. LOCALIZATION OF THE EMBEDDING PROBLEM 
FOR NONSOLVABLE GALOIS GROUPS OF NUMBER FIELDS 
1. The Localization Hypothesis 
Let k be a number field, K/k a finite Galois extension. 
Let p be a prime of k dividing the rational prime p. We assume that the 
rational number field Q is embedded into the p-adic rational number field 
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Q, and henceforth assume Q C Q, . We also assume Q, embedded into an 
algebraic closure Q, of Q, and assume henceforth Q, C Q, . Let (Tk be an 
embedding of k into Q, inducing p, and let OK be an extension of (Jk to K, 
inducing a prime ‘p of K. UK induces an isomorphism 
UK* : G(Kqdk,) - G(‘$), 
where Kq = Q, - uK(K), k, = Qsuk(k), G = G(K/k), G(‘$) = decom- 
position group of ?# in G. UK* is given by UK*(~)(X) = ui18(uK(X)) 
(0 E G&.&p), x E K). 
Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, Z, y) be given. There is induced 
a local embedding problem Pv = P(Kqlk, , ZC, , yrp), where 2~ is the 
exact sequence 
1-N-E --+G -1 ‘ ‘p 9 
b 
in which 
Suppose (L, 8) is a solution to P. Let uL be an extension of UK to L, 
g the prime of L induced by u L, and let Lg = Q9uL(L). Then (Lq , &) 
is an improper solution to Pg , where j?g = ,8 0 uL*, uL* defined analogous 
to UK*. For let 8 E G(Lg/k,). Then 6&,@) = +?L*(8) = y ResL,KuL*(8). 
This, by the commutativity of the diagram 
W&J gLe -- - wm 
1 ResLglKq 1 ReaLIK 
WWk,) w WP) 
(E@) = decomposition group of ‘!@ in I?), is equal to 
Y”K* ReSLpiKSp(e) = Yp R%$/Kv(e). 
DEFINITION. By the Zocdization hypothesis f?(P) = !2(K/k, 2, y) we 
mean the following: let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, Z, y) be given, 
k a number field. Let S be a finite set of primes of k, and let there be asso- 
ciated with each p E S a prime ‘$3 of K dividing p together with embeddings 
ok, UK defined as in the above discussion. Let Pb denote the local 
embedding problem induced by P for each p ES. Suppose that for each 
p E S, the set 6, of improper solutions to Pv is not empty. Now let there 
be chosen from each 6, an improper solution (I,@, /In). Then: there exists 
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a finite Galois extension L/k, L 3 K, such that G(L/K) N N, and the 
following hold: 
(i) For each p E S, there exists an extension uL of uK to L such that 
Q,uL(L) = L@,, and 
(ii) There is an isomorphism 01 : m --L N (IV = G(L/K)) such that 
for each p E S, the diagram 
is commutative, where g is induced by (TV, ar@ = ~-l o /3@ o incLQ,4 , 
and IV(@) = decomposition group of g in iV. 
DEFINITION. By 2*(P) = Q*(K/k, 2, y) we mean the following: Let 
P = P(K/k, z, y), and let K*/K be a given finite extension. Then for every 
L yielded by 9(P), there is an L* satisfying the same conditions as L, and 
in addition L* n K* = K. 
DEFINITION. Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, 2, y) be given. If 
the localization hypothesis 2!(P) (or e*(P)) yields a solution field L to P, 
then P will be called localizable. 
2. The Case N = A, , n > 4, n # 6 
Let N = A, , the alternating group on it letters, n # 6, n > 4. We show 
that in this case, every irreducible embedding problem is localizable. 
Let an irreducible embedding problem P = P(K/k, z, y) be given; that 
is, EC aut N. Under the above assumptions on N, we know that 
autN=S,, the symmetric group on {1,2,..., n}. (See Huppert 
[7, Theorem 5.5, p. 1751.) Hence G has order 1 or 2. If G is trivial, then P 
is solved by any L yielded by B(K/k, JY, r) (and satisfying the necessary 
disjointness condition!) and there is nothing more to say. Hence we 
assume G nontrivial, so that E N S, . We now seek a set S of primes p of k, 
such that, relative to embeddings crL , uK , the sets ‘$, are not empty, and 
furthermore, we seek specific improper solutions (LIP, /3@) such that the 
field L yielded by B(K/k, z, y) satisfying (i) and (ii) is forced to be a 
solution field for P. Note that no matter how we prescribe the (L@, /3@), 
the field L yielded by B(K/k, J?, r) will be Galois over k, and iV = G(L/K) 
will be isomorphic to A,, . Hence either E N S, or E N C, x A,, (where C, 
is a cyclic group of order 2) according as Z#) = 1 or # 1. 
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Suppose (Ln, /In) is a prescribed improper solution. Then setting 
U9 = pnG(L@/kJ, we have the following information about E: There 
exists a subgroup D,(= uL*@v)-‘(UxJ) of E, and an isomorphism 
S,:O,+Uq&-j=~ 9 o (uL*)-l) such that the diagrams 
Blpl-lR 7 1-yup n L(N)) 
i 
IllC 
1 
‘ (4.1) 
G 8’4 ‘Q-J 
and 
(4.2) 
commute. Hence we seek a subgroup U of E such that 
(a) UQV) = E. 
(b) U is a “local group”; i.e., U = 17, for some local solution 
CL@, 8’4). 
(c) There do not exist U, , Sp as described above, unless i3 II S,, . 
We define U as follows: let 2” be the highest power of 2 not exceeding n 
and set U = (u), where 
I (1 2 em* 2”)(2” + 1 a.* n), if n is odd u = (1 2 *** 2”)(2” + 1 *** n - I), if n is even. 
Since u is the product of an odd cycle and an even cycle, u 4 A,, , hence 
(a) is satisfied. Let p be a prime of k which remains prime in K (e.g., by 
Cebotarev’s density theorem [8]), ‘$3 its divisor in K. Set S = {p>. There 
exists an improper solution (15’4, BP) to Pv such that fip(G(L@/kJ) = U 
(see Section V, Theorem 5.2), where LQ can be chosen to be the unramified 
extension of k, of degree 1 U I. This proves (b). Finally, suppose 
I? N C, x A,, i.e., E = Z&r) x w. Suppose there exists a subgroup Un 
of E and an isomorphism 6, : i7~ -+ UP = U, such that the diagrams (4. l), 
(4.2) commute. Let i7 = S@‘(u). Then E2 EN. Also E = &i& , where 
U, E Z&7), and U, E m, so that 3 = i&2ii22 = a2*. By diagram (4. l), we 
have u2 = So = ta(fi2) = coax = (&a2, where L& E N = A,. 
Thus there is a permutation u = LO& E A, such that u2 = u2. Write u = c,c,, 
where c1 = (1 2 *.* 29, and c2 = (2” + 1 e-0 n) or (2” + 1 *a* n - 1) as n 
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is odd or even, resp. Then u2 = c12cz2 = c1’c;cz2, Cl’, c;, 2s-1-cycles, 
cz2 a cycle of the same length as c2 , and all three are disjoint. (Note that 
2s-1 > 1 since IZ > 5.) Write z) = vlvzuB, where or is the product of 
disjoint cycles of even length > 2, uz is the product of disjoint cycles of 
odd length, and u3 is the product of disjoint transpositions. Then 
v2 = 2 2 Vl v2 us 2 = IJ~~v~~. a1 must consist of at most one cycle, since v12 is the 
product of twice as many cycles as aI , whereas u2 consists of just three 
cycles. v2 must also consist of at most one cycle, since otherwise u2 would 
have more than one odd-length cycle. Finally, since v E A, , v3 is the 
product of an odd number of transpositions. 1 v / = 2$rn, m odd, hence 
I v1 I = zsml , m, odd. If m, > 1, then n 3 28m1 2 2$f1, contradicting 
the choice of s, hence m, = 1. Hence 1 v2 / = m, and since 1 us / = 2, 
1 a2 1 < n - 2” - 2, a contradiction, since m = n - 2” or n - 2” - 1. 
Thus (c) is proved. 
We know now that E N S,, . We must show that L is a solution field 
for P. This is immediate since any isomorphism /3 : i3 --f E is a solution 
isomorphism-S, has only one normal subgroup of index two, and G 
has order two. 
3. Some Reformulation 
Let P = P(K/k, 2, y) be given, and assume that f?(K/k, 2, y) holds. 
Let a system of improper local solutions be prescribed, and let L be a field 
yielded by f?(K/k, 2, y). Using previous notation, let p be fixed, let 
Up = /3QG(LQ/kJ C E, and let 8~ = aL*G(Lp/kp) C E. Then, as in the 
above example, there exists an isomorphism 
such that diagrams (4.1) and (4.2) commute. Let z denote the exact 
sequence 
l-N-+!++G-1, 
where L = incLIK 0 01-l, Z = y 0 ResLiK. 
Then E is an extension of N by G given by z. For each Uv C E, there 
is a gsp C E and an isomorphism 8’p : gyp -+ VQ such that ;-l(V~p n EN) = 
L-~(U~ n LN), and the diagrams 
;-l(U1, n in) - L-~(UI) n LN) 
1 
; 
1 
‘ (4.3) 
sf 9 Q ’ 4 
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and 
(4.4) 
G - G 
commute. 
Consequently we may reformulate &Y/k, Z, y) as follows: Let U be a 
set of subgroups U of E such that 
(i*) for each U there is a prime p = pu of k and a divisor 5j3 of p 
in K such that the local problem Pq has an improper solution with 
U9 = U, and 
(ii*) the correspondence U -+ pU is l-l. 
Then there exists an extension 
22:1-N -E-G-l 
of N by G such that 
(iii*) for each U E U, there is a subgroup tf of E and an isomorphism 
6 = 8U:D+Usuchthat 
i-y0 n iN) = L-~(U n LN), 
and the diagrams 
i-l@ n EN) = +(U n LN) 
1 
5 
1 
L 
u 6 FU 
and 
(4.5) 
G G 
commute, and 
(iv*) if 2 and 22 are equivalent (as group extensions), or even if there 
is an isomorphism /3 : E -+ E such that E 0 /3 = i: (a weaker condition), 
then the embedding problem P(K/k, Z, 7) has a solution. 
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4. CC Localizability 
Let 6 be a class of abstract groups, .Z an extension of N by G: 
l-N-E?G-1. 
Z is called (5 localizable iff given any extension z: 
which is not equivalent to Z, there exists a a subgroup U of E (U E 6) such 
that the induced extension .Ev : 
l-rl(~Nn U)-+J--pdJ-1 
is not equivalent to any induced extension ZU : 
of E; that is to say, U has the property that there does not exist a subgroup 
B of E and an isomorphism S : U -+ U such that the diagram 
1~~-~(~Nn~)~~~~~~1 
I/ J” I/ (4.536) 
l-+Nn U)- U---+EU- 1 
commutes. 
An embedding problem P(K/k, Z, y) is called QZ localizable iff given an 
extension Z: 
l-N?j++G-1 
such that there is no isomorphism /I : E -+ E satisfying E o p = Z, there 
exists a 6 subgroup U of E such that the induced extension CU is not 
equivalent to any induced extension & . Clearly P(K/k, Z, r) is 6 
localizable if .Z is. In the example N = A,, , it was shown that irreducible 
problems P are cyclically localizable, i.e., 6 localizable, with 6 the class 
of cyclic groups. 
When does 6 localizability imply localizability ? Comparison of the 
definitions yields the answer: When any finite set U of 6 subgroups 
U of E can be realized as the Galois groups of a system of improper 
local solutions to P; more precisely, given any finite set U of 6 
subgroups U of E, there exist primes p = pV in k for each U and 
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divisors ‘$J of p in k such that the local problem Pip has an improper 
solution with Ulp = U, and U -+ pr, is a 1-I correspondence. Consid- 
ering the freedom of choice of E, it is not difficult to see that every 
(% group must be realizable as the Galois group of an extension of 
k, for infinitely many p. For example, given any positive integer n, 
and any finite group H, there exists a positive integer N such that the 
symmetric group SN contains n distinct subgroups isomorphic to H. 
If H is a 6 group, then it is required that H be realizable as a Galois group 
for infinitely many p. On the other hand, considering the freedom of choice 
of k, and the fact that a rational prime p has at most finitely many 
divisors p in k, the only groups that can be realized infinitely often are 
metacyclic groups which can be realized by tamely ramified extensions 
of k, . We now claim that 6 is contained in the class (& of all abelian 
metacyclic groups (i.e., two generator abelian groups). For if U is a 
metacyclic group (a, b), where an = 1, b” = az, b-lab = a1 are the 
defining relations, then consider a ground field k containing the n-th roots 
of unity. Let U be realized as the Galois group D of a tamely ramified 
extension of k, , where U = (&6), a -+ a, 6 --+ b correspond under the 
isomorphism, and (a) is the inertia group (without loss of generality, for 
if necessary let k contain the mn-th roots of unity). Then 6-l& = Zn(p), 
where ‘9(p) = absolute norm of p. But s(p) = l(n) since +‘l E k, hence 
Hiti = Z, and U is abelian. 
Another restriction on 6 is imposed by the extension K/k. For example, 
if K/k is unramified, then a 6 group U can be realized locally only if EU is 
cyclic. It follows that 6 must contain only subgroups for which every 
nontrivial homomorphic image is cyclic. Let (X1 denote the class of all 
finite groups which are cyclic or of type (p, p), p a prime. Then CT; C (X1 . 
From the point of view of the inverse problem of Galois theory, we have 
no control over k but we do have some control over K. Consequently it is 
reasonable to study 6 in case K/k satisfies prescribed arithmetic conditions; 
namely, if we may prescribe the local behavior of K/k at any finite set of 
primes p of k, and may make disjointness assumptions on K/k, what 
restrictions are put on K ? The answer is: 6 C 6, is the only restriction; 
in particular, P is & localizable. Moreover P is always 6, localizable when 
no assumptions are made about K. 
Let P(K/k, Z: r) be given, and let U be a set of 6, subgroups of E. For 
each U E U, EU is cyclic. If U is cyclic then, by 5.2 below, there exist 
infinitely many primes Cp of K having the desired properties (here e = 1). 
If U is of type ( p, p) we may assume 1 EU 1 = p. We may apply 5.3 if and 
only if y-%U leaves K n k(<$) pointwise fixed. Let KI be the fixed field of 
y-l’ U. 
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since k _C Kl n k(5,) C K n k([,) C k(&,). Hence K n k([,) C Kl as 
desired. Hence CC1 is characterized as the maximal class 6 of groups with 
the property that 6 localizability implies localizability of any embedding 
problem P(K/k, Z, r) with no restrictions on the data (K/k, Z, y). 
Suppose now that it is permitted to make finitely many local assumptions 
on K/k, and in addition, to make disjointness assumptions (i.e., given 
K*/k, K n K* = k). Let 2l be a set of two-generator abelian subgroups 
of E. We assume that K n k(&) = k, so that hypotheses (a) and (b) 
(of 5.1) are satisfied for every lJ E IL. If EU is cyclic on every U E U, then 
5.3 may be applied and we are done. Hence suppose EU is not cyclic. Let 
U = (a, b), (a) n (b) = 1. We assume that there is a prime ‘p of K such 
that $3 is tamely ramified in K/k, G(‘@) = y-%C’, in fact 
Klk [ 1 - = y-%6, ‘4J 
(y-%a) is the inertia group of ‘$ in K/k, and in addition, s(p) = 1 (mod e) 
where e = 1 a 1, and p is the prime of k such that ‘$ 1 p. That these assump- 
tions on v are feasible follows from 5.1. Ksp = Trp VQ , where Trp is the 
inertia field of Ksp , and V, is fully (and tamely) ramified over k, . Let 7’9 
be the unramified extension of k, of degree 1 b 1, VP the fully and tamely 
ramified extension of k, containing V, , of degree I a I. (Since 8(p) = l(e), 
I/‘@ exists.) Let Lb = TV@. Then U = G(Lp/k,) ‘v U. D = (ii, ti), 
where 6 is the Frobenius automorphism, and the inertia group 
G(L@/Tp) = (a). Let us identify G(p) and G&/k,). Let /3(C) = a, 
p(6) = b; clearly /3 defines an isomorphism of D onto U. By construction, 
we have 6 j Kb = y-leb and Z IKQ generates the inertia group (y-lea). 
Replacing 5 by a suitable power of 3, we may assume 5 IKQ = y-%a, 
hence the diagram 
B -ii--+U 
1 
Re8 
1 
E 
y-w y- EU 
commutes. 
5. The Case N = PSL(n, q) 
We investigate the case N = PSL(n, q), the projective special linear 
group of degree IZ over the field of q = pOU elements, where pO is a rational 
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prime. Among the classical simple groups, the PsL(n, q) has the most 
complicated outer automorphism group (see Dieudonne [9]). We assume 
henceforth that R!X(n, q) is simple, i.e., (n, q) # (2,2), (2,3). aut PsL(n, q) 
is well known (see Schreier and Van der Waerden [6] or Dieudonne [9]). 
Let N = PSL(n, q), fl= the inner automorphism group of N (fi ‘v N), 
l@ = aut N. Then there is a normal series 
where tiz = automorphisms induced by elements of M, = PGL(n, q) by 
conjugation, ii?ll = (ii?lz, g), and ii? = A?ll if n = 2, A?? = (aI , y) if 
n > 2. Ip, !P, are defined as follows. Let 4 be the Frobenius automorphism 
x + ~“0 of GF(q), @ the automorphism of GL(n, q) induced by 
+ : @((qJ) = (#(aJ). We identify J?!s with the inner automorphism 
group of M, and let Cp also denote the restriction of Cp to SL(n, q). 
Then 9 is the automorphism of PSL(n, q) (and of PGL(n, q)) induced 
by Qi. To define Y, let Y be the automorphism of GL(n, q) obtained by 
taking the inverse-transpose: Y(4) = A-= (A E GL(n, q)). Again we iden- 
tify Y with its restriction to SL(n, q). Let Y be the automorphism of 
PSL(n, q) (and of PGL(n, 4)) induced by Y. 
It follows that the outer automorphism group 0 = out(N) of N has a 
normal series 
1 C 0, C 0, C 0, 
where the factors are cyclic; 1 0, 1 = d = (n, q - l), 1 01/02 1 = v, and 
1 O/O1 1 = 1 if n = 2, 2 if n > 2. In fact O/O2 is abelian since @ and Y 
commute. It will be convenient to fix a system of generators and defining 
relations of 0. Let 5 be a primitive root of GF(q) (I 5 I = q - l), 2 a 
matrix of determinant 5. Let Z be the corresponding element of M2, 
&‘* the corresponding element of 0, = tiz/fis (using canonical homo- 
morphisms). Let 9 , _ * Y* be the elements of 0 corresponding to @, Y, 
respectively. 
Then 
0 = <z*, rp*> 
I 
if n=2 
<z*, P, ul*> if n > 2, 
where Z*d = @*v = Y*2 = 1, Z*@* = @*ZERO, Z*y/* = Y*Z*-1, and - - 
@*y* = y*@*. - - 
Let P 1 P(K/k, 2,~) be irreducible and assume that i?*(P) holds. 
What can be said about fields L yielded by i?*(P) if no assumptions on 
the local behavior of K/k are made ? It will be shown by an example that P 
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is not localizable in general. In fact, it will be shown that P may not be 
localizable if K/k is a Scholz extension (SafareviE [l, pp. 186-1871). The 
significance of this is that the only general method known for constructing 
extensions with arbitrary solvable group is that of SafareviE, and all his 
extensions are Scholz extensions. 
We now give an example of a P which is not localizable. Let p. , p be 
rational primes, v a positive integer such that p / pov - 1, p2 f pov - 1; 
for example, p. = 7, p = 3, v = 1. Let q = po”, N = PSL( p, q), 
E = PGL( p, q). Let Z be the associated canonical exact sequence. G is 
cyclic of order p. We now pick an extension K/k of degree p in which, 
among other things, all the divisors of 1 E 1 split completely; e.g., let 
k = Q(‘?l),K = k($ ) a , w  h ere, by virtue of the approximation theorem, 
a is chosen to have the following properties: 
(a) a is congruent to 1 mod p for every divisor p of 1 E ] in k which 
is prime to p. 
(b) a is congruent to 1 mod p% for every divisor p ofp in k, where t, 
is chosen sufficiently large so that every t, unit is a p-th power of an 
element of k, . 
(c) a is congruent mod no to a root of unity in kpo which is not a p-th 
power, where p,, is any prime different from all p in (a) and (b). (Clearly 
such an element exists, sincep divides the order of the multiplicative group 
of the residue class field.) 
Any a satisfying (a), (b), (c) is a p-th power in k, for all p 1 I E 1 but not 
in k since it is not a p-th power in kpo . Hence all the divisors of 1 E / split 
completely in K/k. Finally, let y be any isomorphism from G = G(K/k) 
onto G = E/N. 
Now suppose a set S of primes of k is chosen. Clearly any p E S which 
divides ] E ] is of no use, since it splits completely in K. Hence we may 
assume every p E S is prime to ] E I. But this implies that none of the Lp/k, 
(the improper local solution fields) are wildly ramified, hence all the U are 
metacyclic. In fact, since k contains the 1 E I-th roots of unity, all the U are 
abelian. Let E = the direct product C, x N, where C, is a cyclic group 
of order p. Let if be the exact sequence 1 -+ N --+ i? -Z G - 1, where 
z(n) = 1 x n for II E N, ; = y1 0 l 1 , where Ed : E + C, is the projection, 
and y1 : C, ---f G is any isomorphism. We now claim that for every abelian 
metacyclic subgroup U of E there is a subgroup U of E and an isomorphism 
8 : i7 --+ U such that diagrams (4.5), (4.6) commute. 
We note first that the Sylow p subgroups of GL( p, q) are isomorphic to 
the wreath product of two cyclic groups of order p, one of the Sylow 
p subgroups is the group of monomial matrices generated by a cyclic 
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permutation matrix of orderp and a diagonal matrix with a field element of 
order p in the first position and l’s elsewhere on the diagonal. Hence the 
Sylow p subgroups of E are obtained by factoring off the scalar subgroup 
of order p. In particular their exponent is p, so that the p-th power of every 
element of E has order prime to p. 
Now let U = (a) x (b), where we may assume that b E N, as can easily 
be verified, so that U n N = (up) x (b). Let n = C, x (U n N). Let 
c = r;‘(uN), where aN is the coset of N representing an element of G. 
Hence V = (c) x (a*) x (b). Since 1 ap 1 is prime to p, we can solve 
a,~ = UP, where a, E (a~). Define 6 as follows: 6(c x a,) = a, S(b) = b. 
S is clearly an isomorphism. Since (c x a# = 1 x up, diagram (4.5) 
commutes, and since .?(c x a,) = yl(c) = aN = E@C x a,), diagram (4.6) 
commutes. 
We have shown that no matter how we prescribe local data for the 
application of the localization hypothesis, nothing prevents E from being 
isomorphic to the direct product C, x N which is not even isomorphic 
to E. 
We now discuss the significance of this example for the inverse problem 
of Galois theory. As mentioned above, the solvable extensions constructed 
by the method of SafareviE are always Scholz extensions, and one of the 
properties of a Scholz extension Q/k is that every prime divisor of the 
degree [Q : k] splits completely in 52/k (see SafareviE [I, pp. 186-1871). Now 
let H be any solvable group whose order is divisible by every prime 
dividing 1 E 1, where E = PGY p, q) as in the last example, and which has 
a maximal normal subgroup of index p. Let A4 = H x G E, the fiber 
product of H and E over G relative to the epimorphisms E +E G and 
H +,, G, p arbitrary (for definition of fiber product, see Section III). Any 
extension R/k with Galois group A4 is the composite of two extensions Q/k, 
L/k, where G(Q/k) 31 H, G(L/k) N E, and Q n L = K, where G(K/k) N G. 
If R/k is to be constructed by a combination of solvable Scholz extensions 
and one simple (nonsolvable) extension yielded by the localization 
hypothesis, then an extension K/k corresponding to G [not in the sense of 
Galois theory; rather, G(K/k) II G] must be constructed before the 
simple extension, because in any normal series of M, the simple factor 
must always have a factor of order p above it. [This is because PGL( p, q) 
has a unique composition series.] Hence there is no choice but to construct 
Q/k, and then solve the embedding problem P* = P(Q/k, .Z*, y*), where 
Z* is an exact sequence 1 --f N -+ M+ H + 1, and where y* : G(Q/k) + H 
is an isomorphism, which reduces to the irreducible embedding problem 
P = P(K/k, Z, y). [One might raise the question that perhaps P* is 
localizable even if P is not. This cannot happen, as we will show below.] 
If Q/k is a Scholz extension, then if k is as in the last example, the field K 
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is also as in the example, hence P is not localizable, and the method 
fails. 
We conclude by showing that if an irreducible embedding problem P’ 
is not localizable, then any embedding problem P from which it is reduced 
is likewise not localizable. If P’ is not localizable, let 
P:l --+N~E’~G’-1 
be an extension (as above) which sets this fact in evidence. Using the 
notation of Section III, we have E = E’ x G’ G. Let ,!? = i?’ x e’ G with 
respect to the epimorphisms E’, 6’, respectively. Let Z be the exact sequence 
1 + N -+i E +C G - 1 where L is equal to L’ followed by the inverse of the 
restriction of the projection 8 : E -+E’ to 1’N xG 1 (CE), and Z is the 
projection onto G, so that the diagram 
l-N-f+E,G-l 
/I 1” lo 
l-NTE’?G’-1 
commutes. If P were localizable, there would be a “local subgroup” U of E 
such that there do not exist a subgroup D and an isomorphism 8 : V -+ U 
for which diagrams (4.5) and (4.6) commute. Let U’ = BU C E’. U’ is then 
a “local subgroup” of E’, hence, by assumption, there is a subgroup U’ 
of E’ and isomorphism 6’ : u” + U’ such that diagrams (4.5) and (4.6) 
commute, where the prime superscript (‘) is inserted into appropriate 
positions. Now define 6-l : U + E as follows. Let u E U, then u = (e’, g), 
e’ E U’, g E G, E’e’ = Pg. Let F(u) = (S’-le’, g). Then let u = S-l(U). 
One verifies that 6 is an isomorphism, V C E, L-~(LN n U) = L-l(LN n U), 
and diagrams (4.5), (4.6) commute. This is a contradiction, hence the 
assertion is proved. 
Suppose we were not limited to Scholz extensions, and that we could 
prescribe the local behavior of K/k at any finite set of primes. What then 
could be said about fields yielded by !i?*(P) ? In particular, is P always 
localizable under this assumption ? I have not yet succeeded in deciding 
this question, although I have proved that the weaker property E F aut N 
is localizable; i.e., if the local behavior of K/k at a suitably chosen set S 
of primes is prescribed, then the field L yielded by f?*(P), relative to a 
suitable system of prescribed improper local solutions at the primes of S, 
has the property that the centralizer Ze(?V) of w  in E is trivial, hence 
E F aut N, all this under the assumption that N m PSL(n, q). 
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V. LOCAL FIELDS: 
SOME SPECIAL EMBEDDING PROBLEMS 
LEMMA 5.1. Let k be a number field, K/k a finite Galois extension, 
G = G(K/k). Let e and r be positive integers such that gcd(e, r) = 1. Let 
k, = k(i&), 5, = a primitive e-th root of unity. Assume: 
(a) G(k,/k) contains an element T such that ~(5,) = cer [equivalently, 
the automorphism of Q(5,) defined by 5, --f 5,’ leaves Q(5,) n k pointwise 
fixed1 ; 
(b) There exists u E G satisfying o IKnk, = 7 IK~~, . 
Then there exist infinitely many primes 9 of K such that 
(ii) ‘R(p) = r(mod e), 
where [(K/k)/‘!@] denotes the Frobenius symbol, so that u(a) = C@(P) (mod ?JJ) 
for aN integers 01 E k, p is the prime of k such that ‘$ ] p, and ‘S(p) is the 
absolute norm of p. 
L 
k 
Proof. Let L = Kk, , H = G(k,/k), g = G(K n k,/k), G* = G(L/k). 
Then G* z G x, H = {(x, y) E G x H I x lKnk, = y IK~~J, as is easy to 
verify. Hence by (a), there exists an element p E G* such that p IK = 0, 
p Ik‘ = 7, By Cebotarev’s density theorem (see Cebotarev [S]), there exist 
infinitely many primes Q of L such that 
Llk [ 1 - =p. x2 
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Let f4-J = Q lK, Qk, Q Ik, , p = Q Ik. Then 
proving (i), and 
Since 
Klk 
[ 1 - = p IK = u, v 
klk [ 1 - = p Ik, = 7. Qk. 
we have Ill(p) = r (mod e). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let P(K/k, 2, y) be given, and let U be a metacyclic 
subgroup of E such that U = (a, b), two of whose defining relations are 
ae = 1, b-lab = ar, and suppose Ea = 1 (so that EU is cyclic). Suppose as 
in Lemma 5.1 that the automorphism 5, -+ 5,’ of Q(iJ leaves k n Q([,) 
pointwise fixed, and that CJ IKnk6 = r IK,-,k8, where u = y-%b, and 
7 E G(kJk), T(<,) = 5,‘. Then there exist injinitely many primes ‘$ of K 
such that [(K/k)/!@] = (T and the local embedding problem 
Pp = P&& 3 Zq 9 yrp) 
has a proper solution, where .$ is the exact sequence 
I- rl(Un cN)y UT EU- 1, and m  = Y I G ( @ O )  l 
Proof. Let U* be the splitting expansion of U over (a) with respect 
to (b). (See Section II.) The hypotheses of 5.1 are satisfied, hence there 
exist infinitely many primes ‘$3 of K satisfying (i) and (ii). By Theorem 2.1 
in Section II, Pip is reduced to the succession of two related embedding 
problems PQ,~ = P(KQ/k, , &I.~, yrp), where ZQ,, is the sequence 
1 + b-l((b) n LN) -+‘ <b) +e EU + 1 and Prp,z = P(Lp/kp , Zcp,z, y,&, 
where L? is a solution field of Pp., , .ZI~,~ is the sequence 
l-(a)-yU*,t<b>---+l, 
with L*(a’) = (1, a’), e*(b’, a’) = b’ for a’ E (a), b’ E (b), and y~,~ is a 
solution isomorphism of Pv,, . 
KSplk, is unramified of degree [U : U n LN] = I EU I. Let Lp be the 
unramified extension of k, of degree j b I = [U* : (a)]. By choice of !J3, 
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y$cb = Frobenius automorphism 13 of Kv/k, , hence the isomorphism 
ysp : G(K@/kJ + EU can be inflated to an isomorphism 
~‘4.1: G(L’%J - (b), 
where ys-&&) = b, 13~ = Frobenius automorphism of L@/k, , hence 
(LT, y~p,J is a solution to Prp,l . By local class field theory, the maximal 
tamely ramified extension V/k, of k, having L@ as its inertia field has 
Galois group (a1 , b,) with defining relations a:(P)‘-’ = b,f = 1, 
b;la,b, = a;(P), where (al) is the inertia group. Since a(p) = r (mod e), 
%(p)f = rf z 1 (mod e) by the defining relations of U. Hence there is a 
subfield VI of V containing L@ such that [VI : L@] = e. Then G( Vl/kP) = 
(a2 , b,) with defining relations aZe = b,f = 1, b;‘a2b, = azr, where 
(a& = inertia group, b, induces O1 . These are the defining relations 
of u*, and by assumption, yrp,JOJ = b. Hence the isomorphism 
B’p : WI/~,) -+ U * defined by &(a,) = (1, a), &(bz) = (b, 1) is a 
solution isomorphism to P, , proving 5.2. 
Special Cases 
If k n Q([,) = Q, (in particular, if k = Q) then assumption (a) in 
Lemma 5.1 is satisfied for any r. If K n k, = k (e.g., K n Q([,) = Q) then 
(b) is satisfied for every u. If r = 1 (i.e., U abelian) then (a) is satisfied. 
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